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Room temperature magnetic field effects have not been definitively observed in either single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) or C60 under a small magnetic field due to their weak hyperfine interaction and slight
difference of g-factor between positive and negative polarons. Here, we demonstrate charge-transfer
induced magnetic field effects in nano-carbon C60-SWCNT bulk heterojunctions at room temperature,
where the mechanism of magnetic field effects is verified using excited state transition modeling. By
controlling SWCNT concentrations and interfacial interactions, nano-carbon heterojunctions exhibit
tunability of charge-transfer density and room temperature magnetoconductance of 2.8% under 100 mT
external magnetic field. External stimuli, such as electric field and photoexcitation, also play an important
role in controlling the magnetic field effects of nano-carbon heterojunctions, which suggests that these
findings could enable the control of optoelectronic properties of nano-carbon heterojunctions.

M
agnetic field effects (MFE) under small magnetic field (tens of millitesla) in organic semiconductors are
extremely attractive due to their combined electronic, optical, and magnetic characteristics for data
storage, optoelectronics, and sensing1,2. To understand the mechanism of MFE, a large number of

organic systems have been investigated3–9, where the bipolaron mechanism10,11, polaron pair mechanism12,13

and triplet-polaron interaction mechanism14,15 have been proposed. All these mechanisms rely on spin-selective
reactions between pairs, where a magnetic field can tune the degree of spin mixing. Compared to the MFE in small
molecules and polymers, the sp2-carbon allotropes (such as fullerenes or carbon nanotubes) have shown extre-
mely weak MFE at room temperature. For example, MFE of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can only
be observed with tens of tesla magnetic field at extremely low temperature16,17. The sp2-carbon consists of 1.1% 13C
isotope (spin 1/2) and 98.9% 12C isotope (no spin), which lacks hyperfine interaction18. Wohlgenannt et al
concluded that the rather weak hyperfine interaction is responsible for the extremely low MFE in these nano-
carbon materials19. However, enhancing the hyperfine interaction through increasing 13C isotope concentration
(25% 13C isotope) in the C60 system did not show an improvement of MFE18. Therefore, tuning the strength of
hyperfine interaction is not an effective way to enhance MFE in sp2-carbon allotropes.

In this study, we show for the first time that a nano-carbon bulk heterojunction consisting of C60 (electron
acceptor) and semiconducting SWCNTs (electron donor) exhibits charge-transfer induced MFE. The density of
charge-transfer states within nano-carbon heterojunctions can be tuned by controlling the SWCNT concentra-
tion and applied electric field, leading to charge-transfer dependent MFE. By taking into account the Zeeman
interaction, hyperfine interaction and exchange interaction of charge-transfer, we build a model to understand
the mechanism of MFE in nano-carbon heterojunctions devices through calculation of magnetic field dependent
singlet and triplet ratios. A 1.9% magnetoconductance (MC) is achieved under 3 wt% SWCNT loading and
5 MV/m electric field at room temperature, a magnitude that is much larger than that of previous C60-based
devices17,18 and similar to other organic systems. In addition, increasing interfacial interactions by controlling the
morphology and interfacial area further enhances the MC to 2.8% at room temperature.

Results
The nano-carbon bulk heterojunction consists of a blend of C60 and SWCNTs. The broad-spectral photoabsorp-
tion from the nano-carbon heterojunction at both visible and near-infrared (NIR, Figure 1a) wavelengths creates
opportunities for the formation of photoexcited charge-transfer states. From transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images, it is noted that the nano-carbon heterojunction exhibits a random-mixture morphology, as shown
in Figure 1b. It should be noted that current density becomes larger when applying a magnetic field in C60-
SWCNT heterojunction devices, leading to the positive MC (MC is defined as: MC 5 [j(B) 2 j(0)]/j(0), j(B) is
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current density of the device with magnetic field) value shown in
Figures 1c and 1d. The applied magnetic field could induce less spin
mixing, which can leads to more triplet charge-transfer20,21. Triplet
charge-transfers can further translate into triplet excitons which can
also react with free charge carriers due to their long lifetime22,23. The
relevant outcome of this type of reaction is the electron and hole
separation of triplet excitons24,25, which induces larger carrier density
and thus a positive MC. By tuning magnetic field (100 mT) on/off, it
is found that the current density of C60-SWCNT nano-carbon
devices exhibits the same responsive on/off behavior at room
temperature.

To understand the mechanism of charge-transfer dependent mag-
netic field effects, theoretical dynamic transition equations21 among
electrons, holes, charge-transfers and excitons are built as,
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Electron (hole) density n2(n1) is determined by three parts: recom-
bination (bL), dissociation of charge-transfers (kD) and triplet
exciton-free charge interaction induced triplet exciton dissociation
(kT)9,24,25. The recombination coefficient is bL 5 e(m2 1 m1)/e0er and
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where J1 is the one order Bessel function and b~e3=8pe0erk2
BT2, d

corresponds to a electron-hole distance of charge-transfers. RC is the
Coulomb capture radius, E is electric field, er the dielectric constant
and parameters are: Bhf 5 a/gmB 5 0.1 mT, BJ 5 J/gmB 5 10 mT21, d
5 1.3 nm26, RC 5 4 nm27. cS and cT in the equation indicate the
mutual conversion between singlet (NCT2S) and triplet (NCT2T)
charge-transfers, which are determined by the magnetic field (the
expressions of cS and cT can be obtained by solving the time depend-
ent Schrodinger Equation21). The transition rate from triplet charge-
transfers to singlet ones is expressed as cT~
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the rate from singlet charge-transfers to triplet ones is expressed as
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v 5 gmBB is a parameter which is related to external magnetic field B,
a means hyperfine interaction strength and J is exchange interaction
strength of charge-transfer. Thus, the magnetic field can tune the
ratios of singlet and triplet charge-transfers. Singlet and triplet
exciton densities are NEX2S and NEX2T, respectively.

By solving equation (1), the magnetic field dependent carrier den-
sity can be obtained. The current density, j 5 n1em1E 1 n2em2E,
can be tuned by the magnetic field, which induces magnetic field
effects in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunctions. The carrier
density n improves with increasing charge-transfer density NCT, as
shown in the inset of Figure 1d. The magnetic field effect becomes
more apparent by increasing SWCNT loading ratio, and the MC
value can reach as high as 1.9% with 3 wt% SWCNT loading ratio,
as shown in Figure 1d. At loadings higher than 3 wt%, the devices
become short due to the poor dispersibility of SWCNTs28. The MFE
in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon devices is significantly larger than that
of previous C60-based devices (MC 5 019 and MC 5 0.02%18) when
the applied magnetic field is 100 mT. In addition, as shown in
Figure 1d, our calculation on charge-transfer density dependent
MC matches the experimental data well.

To further study the charge-transfer dependent MC in C60-
SWCNT nano-carbon device, we apply different electric field
strengths and light intensities to control MFE, as shown in

Figure 1 | The photoabsorption of the C60-SWCNT nano-carbon (a), the inset of (a) shows the scheme of the C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunction;

TEM image of a C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunction, (b) Magnetic field effect in C60-SWCNT heterojunctions with 1 wt%, 2 wt% and 3 wt%

SWCNT (c), OFF (ON) means magnetic field is tuned off (on), and B 5 100 mT. Theoretical calculation (black line) compared with the experimental

result (red circle) (d).
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Figures 2a and 2b. By increasing applied electric field, more electrons
and holes are injected into the C60-SWCNT nano-carbon active
layer. If the distance between electron and hole is smaller than a
critical value, the electron and hole will be combined together by
Coulomb attraction to form charge-transfer state. In particular,
Onsager27,29 proposed a definition for a Coulomb capture radius r
at which the Coulomb attraction energy equals the thermal energy

kBT: r~
e2

4pe0erkBT
, e is the elementary charge, er is the dielectric

constant of the surrounding medium, e0 permittivity of vacuum. The
Coulomb attraction radius emphasizes the importance of the dielec-
tric constant of the materials. Due to the small dielectric constant of
nano-carbon (er , 6)30,31, the Coulomb capture radius is large, and
charge-transfer states bound by Coulomb attraction are produced

with high efficiency. Increasing electron and hole densities will con-
tribute to the formation of a large density of charge-transfer states.
Therefore, the MC effect becomes more apparent with a larger elec-
tric field, as shown in Figure 2a. In addition to electric field controlled
charge-transfer density in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon devices, photo-
excitation is also an effective method to excite a large number of
charge-transfer states. To measure magnetic field dependent light
response in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon devices, we define the optical
switch value as: jD 5 j(on) 2 j(off), where j(on) and j(off) are electric
current densities with and without light illumination, respectively.
Figure 2b shows the magnetic field dependent light response:

D(B)~
jD(B){jD(0)

jD(0)
under different light intensity and broad-spec-

trum illumination, where jD(0) 5 j(on,B 5 0) 2 j(off,B 5 0) is the

Figure 2 | The tunability of magnetic field effect by electric field (a) and light intensity, (b) The SWCNT loading ratio is 3 wt% in this case.

Figure 3 | Atomic force microscopy image of C60-SWCNT blends with weak interfacial interaction (a) and strong interfacial interaction, (b) ESR signal

with 1% SWCNT loading ratio in weak interfacial interaction nano-carbon heterojunctions (c) and strong interfacial interaction nano-carbon

heterojunctions (d). Magnetic field effects with strong and weak interfacial interaction (e), OFF (ON) means magnetic field is tuned off (on). (f) Electric

field (SWCNT ratio is 3 wt%) and SWCNT ratio dependent MC in strong interfacial interaction nano-carbon heterojunctions.
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light response without applying magnetic field, and jD(B) 5 j(on,B)
2 j(off,B) means the light response under the effect of magnetic field.
It is noted that optical switch effect becomes more apparent once
applying magnetic field, leading to a positive D(B). By further
increasing light intensity, more charge-transfer states are excited to
enhance the MFE.

As presented above, the charge-transfer states in C60-SWCNT
nano-carbon heterojunctions play an important role in magnetic
field effects. In addition, the morphology and interfacial interactions
of nano-carbon heterojunctions dictate their charge-transfer pro-
cess. Therefore, we utilized electron spin resonance (ESR) to further
understand the effect of phase separated nano-carbon heterojunc-
tions on charge-transfer induced magnetic field effects. The surface
aggregation of C60 and phase segregation with top C60-rich layer is
clearly present in the surface morphology of nano-carbon hetero-
junctions without extended sonication during the C60 and SWCNT
blending process (Figure 3a). It should be noted that SWCNTs tend
to aggregate in solution to form bundles, which limit the interfacial
interaction between SWCNT and C60 within nano-carbon bulk het-
erojunctions. However, a uniform surface morphology with both C60

and SWCNT is observed after sonication (Figure 3b). The weak ESR
signal of nano-carbon heterojunctions without sonication disap-
peared above 120 K due to limited interfacial interaction [Fig. 3(c)].
Therefore, uniform nano-carbon heterojunction morphology after
sonication could enhance the interfacial interaction between C60

and SWCNTs (Figure 3b), leading to a drastically enhanced ESR
signal (Figure 3d). Upon increasing the SWCNT ratio to 2 wt%
and 3 wt%, the ESR signal is more apparent (Supplementary
Information, Figure S4). Temperature dependent ESR signals with
different SWCNT ratios are presented in Supplemental Material
(Figure S5). It is found that strengthening interfacial interaction by
sonication-induced nano-carbon heterojunction could enhance MC
(Figure 3e), compared to a low response of the phase segregated one.
In addition, the MC effect becomes more apparent with increasing
electric field or SWCNT loading ratios on the sonication-processed
nano-carbon heterojunctions, as shown in Figure 3f. In particular, by
loading 3 wt% SWCNT in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon device, the
MC can reach as high as 2.8% at room temperature under 100 mT
applied magnetic field.

Discussion
Charge-transfer dependent magnetic field effects are presented for
the first time in C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunctions. The
singlet and triplet ratios of C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunc-
tions can be tuned by external magnetic field, leading to pronounced
magnetic field effects. By tuning charge-transfer density through
control of the SWCNT loading ratios, 1.9% of magnetoconductance
is achieved with 3 wt% SWCNT loading ratio under 100 mT mag-
netic field at room temperature, in agreement with theoretical calcu-
lations. To further investigate the effect of charge-transfer on
magnetic field effects, electric field and light illumination are used
to control charge-transfer density in nano-carbon heterojunctions.
In addition, by increasing interfacial interactions of C60-SWCNT
nano-carbon heterojunctions through morphology and phase sepa-
ration control, the magnetoconductance is further improved to 2.8%
under 100 mT magnetic field at room temperature.

Method
Device structure. Indium tin oxide (ITO) was chosen as the transparent bottom
electrode. After cleaning the ITO substrate, Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
Polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) was coated at 3500 rpm for 1 minute.
Semiconducting SWCNTs were prepared by density gradient ultracentrifugation
from raw HiPCo as previously described32. The resulting aqueous dispersions were
characterized for semiconducting purity. Surfactants were removed from the
SWCNTs by flocculating in ethanol, filtering onto a nylon membrane, and rinsing the
membrane in acetone and IPA33. The resulting dry film was weighed and retained for
later use. The active layer consists of C60-SWCNT (the concentration of the C60

solution is 30 mg/mL in 1,2-Dichlorobenzene and the SWCNT concentration is

2 mg/mL), which was spun-cast at 1000 rpm for 1 minute. Aluminum was chosen as
the top electrode through thermal evaporation. The device area was defined as 0.65 3

1.75 mm2.

Photoabsorption. A Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer was used to measure
the absorption spectrum of the C60-SWCNT nano-carbon heterojunction.

Low temperature ESR measurement. The mixed C60 and SWCNT solution was
stirred for 10 hours at room temperature (SWCNT ratios are 1 wt%, 2 wt% and
3 wt%). 150 mL of the C60-SWCNT solution was injected into the glass tube under N2

environment. The low temperature ESR measurement was done under the average of
10 sweeps.

j-V measurement. A Keithley 2400 source generator was used to measure j-V of the
C60-SWCNT heterojunction devices in a nitrogen atmosphere glovebox.
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